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Quasi multiplicative functions 
wi th congruence property 
BUI MINH PHONG 
A b s t r a c t . We prove tha t if an integer-valued quasi mult ipl icat ive funct ion / satis-
fies the congruence /(n+p) = /(n) (mod p) for all positive integers n and all pr imes p^ir, 
where 7r is a given prime, then f(n) = na for some integer a > 0 . 
An arithmetical function f(n) ^ 0 is said to be multiplicative if (n, m) — 
1 implies 
f(nm) - f(n)f(m) 
and it is called completely multiplicative if this holds for all pairs of pos-
itive integers n and m. In the following we denote by M and A4* the set 
of all integer-valued multiplicative and completely multiplicative functions, 
respectively. Let N be the set of all positive integers and V be the set of all 
primes. 
The problem concerning the characterization of some arithmetical func-
tions by congruence properties was studied by several authors. The first 
result of this type was found by M. V. Subbarao [7], namely he proved in 
1966 that if / E M satisfies 
(1) f(n -f m) = f(m) (mod n) for all n, ra E N. 
then there is an a E N such that 
(2) f(n) = na for aü n G N. 
A. Iványi [2] extended this result proving that if / E M * and (1) holds 
for a fixed m E N and for all n E N, then f(n) has also the same form (2). 
It is shown in [4] that the result of Subbarao continues to hold if the relation 
(1) is valid for n E V instead for all positive integers. In [6] we improved the 
results of Subbarao and Iványi mentioned above by proving that if M E N, 
/ E M satisfy f(M) f 0 and 
f(n + M) = f{M) (mod n) for all n E N, 
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then (2) holds. Later, in the papers [3]-[5] we obtained some generalizations 
of this result, namely we have shown that if integers A > 0, B > 0, C / 0, 
N > 0 with (A, B) = 1 and / E M satisfy the relation 
f(An + B) = C (mod n) for all n > N, 
then there are a positive integer a and a real-valued Dirichlet character x 
(mod A) such that f(n) = xi71)71" for all n E N, (n,A) = 1. 
In 1985, Subbarao [8] introduced the concept of weakly multiplica-
tive arithmetic function j (n ) (later renamed quasi multiplicative arithmetic 
functions) as one for which the property 
f(np) = f(n)f(p) 
holds for all primes p and positive integers n which are relatively prime 
to p. In the following let QM denote the set of all integer-valued quasi 
multiplicative functions. In [1] J. Fabrykowski and M. V. Subbarao proved 
that if / E QM satisfies 
(3) f(n + p) = f(n) (mod p) 
for all n E N and all p E V, then f(n) has the form (2). They also conjec-
tured that this result continues to hold even if the relation (3) is satisfied for 
an infinity of primes instead of for all primes. This conjecture is still open. 
Let A C V, and assume that the congruence (3) holds for all n E N 
and for all p E A. For each positive integer n let H(n) denote the product 
of all prime divisors p of n for which p E A. It is obvious from the definition 
that H(n) j H(mn) holds for all positive integers n and m, furthermore one 
can deduce that if / E QM. satisfies the congruence (3) for all n E N and 
for all p E A, then 
f(n -f m) = f(m) (mod H(n)) for all n, m E N. 
Thus the conjecture of Fabrykowski and Subbarao is contained in the fol-
lowing 
Conjecture. Let A, B be fixed positive integers with the condition 
(yl, B) = 1 and A is an infinite subset of V. If a function f E QM and 
integer C / 0 satisfy the congruence 
/(An + B) = C (mod H(n)) for all n E N. 
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then there are a positive integer a and a real-valued Dirichlet character x 
(mod A) such that 
f(n) = x { n ) n a for all neN,(n,A) = l. 
in this note we prove this conjecture for a special case, when A = B = 1 
and V = A U {x}, where 7r is a fixed prime. 
Theorem. Let 7r be a given prime and let H (n) be the product of all 
prime divisors p of n for which p / 7r. If a function f £ QM. and an integer 
C / 0 satisfy the congruence 
(4) f(n + 1) = C (mod H(n)) 
for all n E N, then there is a non-negative integer a such that 
f(n) - na for all n e N. 
We shall use some lemmas in the proof of our theorem. 
Lemma 1. Assume that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. 
Then f e M*, i.e 
f(ab) = f(a)f(b) 
holds for all a, b £ N. Furthermore C = 1. 
Proof. Assume that a and b are fixed positive integers. Let q be a 
prime with the condition 
(5) q > max(a, 6, |C|, \Cf{ab) - f{a)f(b)\) and q ± TT. 
Since (ab,q) — 1, one can deduce from Dirichlet's theorem that there are 
positive integers x,y:u and v such that 
ax = qy + 1, (x, ab) = 1, x £ V 
and 
bu = qv + 1, (u, abx) = 1, u € V. 
Then we have 
abxu — qT + 1, 
where T := y + v + qyv. Thus, we infer from (4) and the fact / £ QA4, that 
f(a)f(x) = f(ax) = f(qy + 1) = C (mod q), 
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f(b)f(u) = f(bu) = f(qv + 1) = c (mod q) 
and 
f(ab)f(x)f(u) = f(abxu) = f(qT + 1) = C (mod q). 
These and (5) show that f ( x ) f ( u ) 0 (mod q), consequently 
f(a)f(b) = Cf(ab) (mod q). 
Hence, we infer from the last relation together and the fact q > |C f(ab) — 
f(a)f(b)I that 
Thus, we have proved that (6) holds for all positive integers a and b. By 
applying (6) with a = b = 1, we have C — 1 and so the proof of Lemma 1 
is finished. 
Lemma 2. Assume that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. 
Let Q be a positive integer. Then for each prime divisor q of f(Q) we have 
q\7rQ. 
Proof. Let Q be a positive integer and assume on the contrary that 
there exists a prime q such that q\f(Q) and Í q, 7rQ) — 1. 
Since (Q,q) = 1, we infer that there are positive integers x and y such 
that 
which is a contradiction. Thus the proof of Lemma 2 is finished. 
Lemma 2 shows that for each prime p, we can write f(p) as follows: 
(6) Cf(ab) = f(a)f(b). 
Qx = qy + 1. 
By using Lemma 1, it follows from (4) and the fact q ^ 7r that 




(7) l/MI = »", 
for some non-negative integer a . 
Now we can prove our theorem. 
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Proof of the theorem. We shall prove that f(n) = na is satisfied for 
all n £ N, where a > 0 is given in (7). 
Let n, s be positive integers. By (4), we have 
f(n7T2s) = f ((mr2s - 1) + l ) = 1 (mod H(nir2s - 1)). 
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 1 and (7) that 
n
af(n7T2s) = naf(n)7T2as = f(n)(mr2s)a = f{n) (mod II{nir2s - 1)). 
These imply 
f(n) = nQ (mod fí(nit2s - 1)), 
therefore, by setting s —> oo, we have H(nir2s — 1) —> oo and so f(n) = na. 
This holds for each positive integer n, consequently it also holds for all 
Í I É N . The theorem is proved. 
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